The revised Kubelka-Munk theory is examined theoretically and experimentally. Systems of dyed paper sheets are simulated, and the results are compared with other models. The results show that the revised KubelkaMunk model yields significant errors in predicted dye-paper mixture reflectances, and is not self-consistent. The absorption is noticeably overestimated. Theoretical arguments show that properties in the revised Kubelka-Munk theory are inadequately derived. The main conclusion is that the revised Kubelka-Munk theory is wrong in the inclusion of the so-called scattering-induced-path-variation factor. Consequently, the theory should not be used for light scattering calculations. Instead, the original Kubelka-Munk theory should be used where its accuracy is sufficient, and a radiative transfer tool of higher resolution should be used where higher accuracy is needed.
INTRODUCTION
Propagation of light in scattering and absorbing media is described by general radiative transfer theory. Solution methods for radiative transfer problems have been studied throughout the last century. One of the earliest solution methods was developed by Kubelka and Munk 1 and Kubelka 2, 3 (hereafter referred to as KM). Later, achievements in radiative transfer theory [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] have brought about refined solution methods, used in areas with higher demands on accuracy, such as neutron diffusion, stellar atmospheres, optical tomography, and atmospheric research. The coarsest resolution of these methods gives the earlier so-called two-flux methods, of which KM is an example.
Several limitations for the KM model have been reported, for example concerning dependencies between the scattering and absorption coefficients s and k for translucent or strongly absorbing media, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and attempts have been made to attribute some of this behavior to intrinsic errors of the KM model [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] or to phenomena not included in it. Despite these limitations, the KM model is in widespread use for multiple-scattering calculations in paper, paper coatings, printed paper, paint, plastic and textile, probably due to its explicit form and ease of use. The KM model has been modified and extended for different purposes in a variety of ways 19 ; most suggestions are, however, of limited generality, although they yield somewhat improved results for certain purposes.
In a recent series of papers, [20] [21] [22] [23] Yang and co-workers presented their revised KM theory (hereafter referred to as Rev KM) as a way to explain and overcome the problems with strongly absorbing media reported for KM theory. They argue that there was an oversight in the derivation of the original KM theory that failed to take into account the scattered path of individual photons, thus underestimating the traveled path length. To correct for this, they introduce what they call the scatteringinduced-path-variation (SIPV) factor. 20 This is then used to derive new relations 23 between the KM scattering and absorption coefficients s and k, and the physically objective scattering and absorption parameters (in this paper denoted as and s and a ) of the medium. The purpose of this paper is to examine the suggested Rev KM theory, and thereby comment on the validity of different modeling strategies and their combinations. More specifically, the point is to inspect the inclusion of the SIPV factor in the end results. (The purpose of this paper is not to explain or resolve the reported limitations of KM theory. However, a detailed analysis of that issue has been performed and will be reported elsewhere.) In Sections 2 and 3, some theoretical reasoning is applied, and in Sections 4 and 5 simulation results from Rev KM are compared with KM, two discrete ordinate radiative transfer models and a Monte Carlo model. The results are discussed in Section 6.
THEORETICAL REASONING: BACKGROUND
The KM theory is applicable in plane-parallel geometry with infinite horizontal extension, meaning that there are no boundary effects at the sides. The boundary conditions, including illumination, are assumed to be time and space independent at the top and bottom boundary surfaces. The medium is assumed to be random and homogenous and the radiation monochromatic, to make scattering and absorption constant. The scattering is assumed to be isotropic and to take place without a change in the frequency between incoming and outgoing radiation. The medium is treated as a continuum of scattering and absorption sites. KM theory is limited to diffuse light distribution, considering only the averaged directions up and down.
The KM equations can be written
for a thin layer dx, where i͑x͒ is the intensity in the downward direction, and j͑x͒ is the intensity in the upward direction, s and k are the light scattering and absorption coefficients, and x is the distance measured from the background and upward. This is a differential equation that is easily integrated to give the well-known relations between s and k and various reflectance quantities. The KM coefficients s and k have no direct physical meaning on their own, but should only be interpreted within the KM model; they do not represent anything physically objective outside the KM model. This is contrary to the general formulation of the radiative transfer problem, where the scattering and absorption coefficients are related to the mean free path in a medium, and are thus model and geometry independent. They can therefore be given a physically objective interpretation, which is a desirable feature for any model.
Approximate relations between the KM coefficients and physically objective parameters have been suggested, such as
attributed to original KM theory, and
by Mudgett and Richards. 5, 6 These relations are approximate, since dependencies between s and k have been reported, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] while s and a are considered to be independent. Other relations have been suggested in different fields of application to explain the apparent dependence between s and k. These relations must all be approximate, however, since KM is incommensurable with higher-order models; KM is fundamentally simpler and a translation to higher-order models could never be complete. Indeed, the existence of a complete translation would imply that the higher-order model was equivalent to the simpler KM model, which would be a contradiction in terms. Instead, relations such as these should be regarded as the first term of some series expansion.
A recent contribution in this matter is from Yang and co-workers, [20] [21] [22] [23] who in their Rev KM theory propose a rederivation to correct an oversight of the original KM theory. The setting is identical to the one given for KM above, except that the continuity assumption is invalidated. They argue that KM did not take into account the influence of internal scattering on the total path length. Using a statistical line of reasoning, they obtain a number of relations used in statistical physics. The main result is what they call the SIPV factor which they define with respect to Fig. 1 as the ratio of averages of the true path length between B and C and the corresponding straightline displacement. 23 They also derive the explicit expression
where ␣ is a factor dependent on the angular distribution of light intensity in the medium, and D is the average depth of turning points 23 ; see Fig. 1 . For optically thick media, this is simplified to
The traveled path length through a given layer is argued to be on the average times longer than the straight line between the points of entrance and exit; see Fig. 2 . They claim that this effect was ignored in KM theory, and hence derive the relations
For perfectly diffuse light distribution throughout the medium, ␣ = 2 and relations (6) become relations (2) with the extra factor . Considering expression (5) for , the rela- 
THEORETICAL REASONING: EXAMINATION A. Limiting Process Omitted
Yang and co-workers derive their expressions for , s, and k for a layer of finite thickness. But they inadequately combine this with KM theory-which is a differential equation-and thereby implicitly use infinitesimal layers.
To get adequate results, the limiting process should be explicitly carried out to obtain expressions for , s, and k for infinitesimal layers. However, this cannot actually be performed because of the incompletely described averaging processes, as discussed briefly below. Since the limiting process is omitted in the derivation of Rev KM, this problem is overlooked. Unfortunately, this is what causes the error in Rev KM.
B. Geometrical Example
Given that the limiting process for is not easily performed, it can be enlightening to study a geometrical example. One cannot have curves in an infinitesimal layer, such as in Fig. 2 . It is easy to compare with the calculation of the arc length of a curve, where small line segments are approximated with straight lines between the end points of the segments. As the line segments are made smaller, the straight lines get closer to the curve, and in the limit, the quotient between a true segment length and its straight-line approximation tends to unity (see Fig. 3 ). Therefore, this must also happen to the SIPV factor in the limit, whereby original KM theory is regained. If one also corrects for a known curvature by introducing a factor for the line segments, the resulting arc length in the limit would be too large by precisely the same factor when summing up the segments (and if one were not to go to the limit, the resulting arc length would also depend on the partitioning of the curve, since finer partitioning makes the straight-line approximations closer to the curve). That would be to introduce something that vanishes in the limiting process. In an infinitesimal layer, only the direction matters, and thereby the angular distribution of the intensity as a function of depth is sufficient in the light-scattering case. The differential equation of radiative transfer 4 treats this exactly, but of course the accuracy of a given radiative transfer tool depends on its resolution. This means that KM is as exact as it can be within the two-flux approximation. It is unreasonable to change the model parameters, as Rev KM suggests, just because the resolution is not sufficient. Instead, the proper thing to do is to use a model with higher resolution.
C. Explicit Error
To be very explicit, the derivation of Rev KM uses finite layers in the reasoning concerning Figs. 1 and 2 to obtain expressions for the SIPV factor and for s and k, and even explicitly insists that the layer be thick enough to contain a sufficient number of scatterers. On the other hand, s and k-now ascribed properties of finite layers-are then used in the well-known KM relations for reflectance, relations that are explicitly derived using infinitesimal layers.
D. Incompletely Described Averaging Processes
As mentioned above, there are some problems with the averaging processes in the derivation of Rev KM. There is an explicit averaging over different directions of the straight line B-C in Fig. 1 , weighted with the light distribution. But there is no averaging over incident light directions, different turning points B, different exit points C, or number of scatterings N, weighted with the respective probabilities. Furthermore, establishing these unemployed probabilities is nontrivial.
E. Unknown Angular Distribution of Intensity
Another problem in Rev KM is the angular distribution of the intensity, which is explicitly included through the factor ␣. There is no way of determining it within Rev KM, so the assumption is made that the light is perfectly diffuse throughout the medium. The problem here is twofold. First, the light distribution is never constant throughout a medium; second, it is never perfectly diffuse even if the single-scattering process is isotropic, not even for theoretically idealized media. Any radiative transfer tool with sufficient resolution will show this, and there is an abundance of examples within for instance tomography or astrophysics. While the deviation from constant diffuse light distribution may not be so great in many circumstances, it can be very large indeed in samples with high absorption 24 ; since this is a case where Rev KM is supposed to give better results, the assumption of constant diffuse light distribution is not adequate.
F. Modeling with Finite and Infinitesimal Layers
The Rev KM argument for finite layers is that in a real medium, e.g. paper, an infinitesimal layer would contain no physical particles; therefore a finite layer is needed in order to contain anything, and then these phenomena appear. But paper is not unique in this respect. In the end, all real media are discrete, be they particles, molecules, or atoms. The infinitesimal layer is not real, but forms a part of the mathematical description; it is a mathematical tool. The validity of working with infinitesimal layers and differential equations for real media-apart from being common use in any natural science or technology application-has been thoroughly discussed by Goedecke. 25 A real physical medium with finite thickness and macroscopic parameters can always be modeled as an idealized medium with average parameters. According to Goedecke, general radiative transfer theory, of which KM is a subset, assumes that the medium is random, homog- As the line segments are made smaller, the straight lines get closer to the curve, and in the limit the quotient between a true segment length and its straight-line approximation tends to unity (which is what must also happen to the SIPV factor ).
enous, and continuous. While the conditions of randomness and homogeneity most often are fulfilled, Goedecke shows that the condition of continuity might not be. For those cases, he proposes a difference equation instead of the traditional differential equation of radiative transfer. This has the practical drawback that difference equations are in general much harder to solve. However, Goedecke also shows that for most media of practical interest the traditional differential equation will suffice. For closepacked media, it might be necessary to replace the phase function with one appropriately describing near-field-as opposed to ordinary far-field-scattering. Only for strongly absorbing close-packed media would the difference equation be necessary. Thus, working with infinitesimal layers and differential equations is nearly always appropriate, especially in paper applications, but in no case is it valid to combine finite layers with differential equations, as is done in Rev KM.
G. Where the Error Is
Even though the error in the derivation of the Rev KM theory might be theoretically fundamental, it is however not easily identified in the outline of the papers. This is because the error is done implicitly in a part that was not included in the papers, the limiting process for . However, when viewing it all from a more general perspective, in this case from general radiative transfer theory, it is easier to analyze the reasoning as a special case than when working exclusively within it.
SIMULATIONS: BACKGROUND
DISORT (Ref. 7) and DORT2002 (Ref. 8) are both modern discrete ordinate radiative transfer (hereafter referred to as DORT) solution methods. They are fast and accurate tools for solving radiative transfer problems in vertically inhomogeneous turbid media. DORT2002 is adapted to lightscattering simulations in paper and print, while DISORT is mostly applied to atmospheric research. However, apart from being designed for much more challenging tasks, both fully include the KM situation as a simple special case. As they also can achieve any desired angular resolution (both polar and azimuthal), they are well suited for comparison with KM and Rev KM. GRACE 26 is a modern Monte Carlo simulation tool for light scattering in paper. It does not consider computational layers at all, finite or infinitesimal, and is not based on either differential or difference equations. Instead, it uses a Monte Carlo approach with probability distributions for all constituents of the medium, and collection of statistics from a large number of incident photons whose interaction with the medium is governed by fundamental physical laws.
SIMULATIONS: EXAMINATION A. Quantitative Experimental Setup
As pointed out by Yang and Miklavcic, 23 the exact amount of dye in a dyed paper sheet is in practice not known since some of the dye remains in the drain water. This prevents exact quantitative comparison between simulations and real measurements. To obtain a relevant quantitative comparison despite this practical problem, a Monte Carlo experiment was designed and performed. The purpose of the theoretical experiment was to simulate exactly those processes that Rev KM aims to treat. The Monte Carlo model GRACE was thus used to simulate diffuse illumination of a homogenous, noncontinuous medium of a given grammage, with randomly distributed scattering and absorption sites of given average densities. The scattering was isotropic; i.e., for each scattering event, every direction is of equal probability, and there were no surface reflections. This makes the simulated photons move in exactly the way the derivation of Rev KM assumes. As a theoretical experiment, this has the advantage over real measurements that the results are not contaminated with any effects of other processes that are not modeled. Furthermore, the amount of dye is known exactly, and the theoretical dye only affects the light absorption. Hence, this Monte Carlo simulation is ideally suited as a reference in this examination, and is even better than real measurements. The experiment, as outlined below, compared results from Rev KM, original KM, the two DORT models DORT2002 and DISORT, and the Monte Carlo model GRACE.
B. Real Input Data
The spectral data used as input were real reflectance factor measurements for the paper, and real s and k values for the dye (originally obtained from reflectance factor measurements). The s and k values were then transformed to equivalent reflectance factor values via KM theory. It should be pointed out that these real values were used for two reasons: because they are relevant in practice, and because they are identical to those Yang and Miklavcic used, 23 which facilitates comparison. The theoretical experiment could, however, start with any reasonable spectral properties for the paper and dye, not necessary measured values at all.
C. Verification of Data and Procedure
The experimental and computational procedure described by Yang and co-workers 20,23,27 was followed closely. As a verification of the data and procedure, all their spectral results [their Figs. 2-6 and 7(a) (Ref. 23 )] were reproduced with Rev KM and were found to be identical. Since the measurements were made in accordance with ISO 2469, 28 all simulations, when applicable, were adapted to the d / 0°instrument geometry specified therein.
D. First Part of the Experiment
In the first part of the experiment, the reflectances for paper and dye were used as the input for all models in order to calculate scattering and absorption parameters of the paper and dye (all models can do this, either by themselves or with a suitable optimization routine). The models were then used to predict reflectances for dye-paper mixtures with different amounts of dye. It was assumed that the commonly used additivity principle is applicable, which essentially says that the parameters of a mixture are the mass averages of the constituents' parameters. The Monte Carlo model was, as argued above, used as a reference. Fig. 4(a) ]. An accurate model should obviously produce predictions close to the reference values. The two DORT models gave identical results, and their results were nearly identical to the Monte Carlo model. The KM model performed almost as well, but with slight deviations in the absorptive band of the dye. However, the Rev KM model gave good results only for the undyed sample, i.e. pure paper, and yielded significant errors for all other samples. The absorption was clearly overestimated.
E. Revised Kubelka-Munk Not Accurate

F. Second Part of the Experiment
The second part of the experiment consisted of using Rev KM, KM, and the two DORT models to once again calculate the scattering and absorption parameters of the dyepaper mixtures (again, all models can do this, either by themselves or with a suitable optimization routine). However, this time the Monte Carlo reference reflectance values of the mixtures just calculated were the starting point.
G. Revised Kubelka-Munk Not Self-Consistent
The consistency of the models was then evaluated by comparing these mixture parameters, for the respective model, with the ones obtained earlier from additivity (compare the first pane with the last in the respective Figs. 5-8) . The statistical noise inherent in the Monte Carlo process is visible in the last pane of these figures, but does not affect the conclusions. A self-consistent model should obviously give similar values. Again, the two DORT models gave identical results, and they were found to be self-consistent. The KM model performed almost as well again, but the deviations in the absorptive band of the dye were somewhat larger. However, the Rev KM model once again gave good results only for the undyed sample and was clearly not self-consistent in the other cases. In the absorptive band of the dye, the deviation was more than a factor of 10.
Two additional items can be compared for the Rev KM model. Since it uses the same objective scattering and absorption parameters as the DORT models, their respective s and a predictions should be similar. Furthermore, since Rev KM uses the KM parameters as well, their respective s and k predictions should be similar too. It was found that the parameter values of Rev KM were not similar to the ones of the DORT (compare Figs. 6 and 8 ) and KM (compare Figs. 5 and 7) models, respectively, which would be expected from an accurate model.
H. Erroneous Parameter Dependencies in Revised Kubelka-Munk
It was also noted that the s and k predicted from additivity by Rev KM in Fig. 5(a) , as specifically pointed out by Yang and Miklavcic, 22, 23 indeed show a decrease in s for increased k. This is in contrast with the parameters obtained from dye-paper mixture reflectances from any of the tested models, including Rev KM itself (although the last pane of the figures is somewhat blurred by the statistical noise inherent in the Monte Carlo process, it is clear that they do not show this decrease in s). In fact, this phenomenon is hardly measurable at such low degrees of absorption. The line of reasoning of Yang and Miklavcic 23 is erroneous and deceptive in this matter, since Rev KM was not compared to measurements at an equal degree of absorption. Their referred and illustrated experimental parameter dependencies are for dye grammages up to 2 g/m 2 (approximate values from the caption of their 23 Fig . 4 , also verified by calculations), while their illustrated Rev KM simulations are for dye grammages up to only 0.2 g / m 2 . To verify this, the above experimental scheme was repeated with ten times the absorption. This indeed gave a decrease in s for increased k for KM, as seen in Fig. 9 , but the decrease was still not as large as what Rev KM showed already at the lower absorption. Of course, this also made KM give worse reflectance predictions than in Fig. 4(c) . Once again both DORT tools predicted the reflectances correctly without parameter dependencies, as should be expected from models of higher resolution. Rev KM overestimated the effect heavily, did not predict the reflectances correctly, and was clearly not self-consistent. Thus, the proposition that Rev KM convincingly reproduces the features of the experiments 23 is based on the incorrect comparison of the shape of the curves of the parameters measured for higher absorption (where parameter dependencies are present) on the one hand and of parameters predicted by Rev KM for low absorption (where parameter dependencies are actually almost not present) on the other hand.
I. Comparison with Experimental Data from Real Systems
Exact quantitative comparison between simulations and real measurements is not possible since the exact amount of dye in a dyed paper sheet is in practice not known. However, it would still be interesting to examine how real systems vary from the ideal Monte Carlo model. Therefore, a series of handsheets with various amounts of dye was made, reflectances were measured, and apparent scattering and absorption parameters for the dye were estimated, as well as the dye grammages. The handsheets were made to minimize gloss and contained no fillers, to be as ideal as possible. The Monte Carlo model was then used to predict the reflectance of handsheets with different dye amounts. The predictions were very good, as seen in Fig. 10 . This confirms the relevance of the theoretical experiment above.
SUMMARY
The revised Kubelka-Munk (Rev KM) theory has been examined theoretically and experimentally in this paper. Specifically, the inclusion of the so-called scatteringinduced-path-variation (SIPV) factor in the end results of Rev KM has been inspected.
Theoretical arguments showed that the SIPV factor cannot be used together with a differential model as proposed in Rev KM. There, properties are derived using finite layers, and are then inadequatelywithout going through a limiting process-used in relations that are explicitly obtained using infinitesimal layers. This error was also illustrated with a geometrical example.
Simulation experiments showed that the Rev KM model yielded significant errors in predicted mixture reflectances, i.e. it was not accurate, and that it was clearly not self-consistent. The erroneously and deceptively alleged correspondence of Rev KM with parameter dependencies from measurements did not hold when compared at an equal degree of absorption. The absorption was noticeably overestimated by Rev KM, and in no case was the model better than the original KM.
Therefore, the main conclusion of this paper is that the theory is wrong in the inclusion of the SIPV factor in the end results. Consequently, Rev KM should not be used for light-scattering calculations. Instead, KM should be used where its accuracy is sufficient, and a DORT tool should be used where higher accuracy is needed.
As a concluding note, it can be noted that the purpose of this paper is not to explain or resolve the reported limitations of KM theory. However, a detailed analysis of that issue has been performed and will be reported elsewhere. The analysis includes explanations and suggestions, suffice it to say here that the reported problems are largely due to the low resolution of the KM two-flux model, and can be resolved with a radiative transfer model of higher resolution (but not with Rev KM).
It should also be stated that the radiative transfer software DORT2002, which is adapted to light-scattering simulations in paper and print, is available at no charge from the author.
